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CONTACT  
OUR REGIONAL 
HEADQUARTERS:

A TRULY GLOBAL REACH

PROVIDING THE WORLD WITH  
INTELLIGENT SYSTEMS

INNOVATORS IN AUTOMOTIVE TESTING

Our flexible headlight aiming systems (HLA) 
measure and evaluate a large range of different 
lights and they can use European, U.S., or 
Japanese setting standards. Our intelligent 
machines can function both as a standalone unit 
or integrated into NCA systems—they feature 
manual or semiautomatic adjustment. Our units 
have the ability to talk to the vehicle over the 
vehicle communication system, and include 
adjustments of a variety of advanced driver 
assistance systems.

GLOBAL SERVICE & SUPPORT

HEADLIGHT AIMING SYSTEMS

Our global brands reach across 40+ locations 
and four continents, to give our customers 
unprecedented access to supply, and universal 
access to our services.

Since 1953, our customers have helped us earn the reputation 
of a technology pioneer and global leader in Vehicle Test 
Systems. As the manufacturer of the first fully electric Dynamic 
Vehicle Test (DVT) roll-brake machine, we continue to set the 
standard of innovation in automotive testing. Our intelligent 
systems simulate real world road conditions that provide 
precise, repeatable test results in a production environment. 
We didn’t make the car, we made the machine that certifies it.

DRIVE AID SYSTEM

ROLL & BRAKE

RATTLE & TWIST

POWERTRAIN

TIRE AND WHEEL 
ASSEMBLY

E-VEHICLE

HEADLIGHT  
AIMING SYSTEMS

WHEEL ALIGNER

HEADLIGHT AIMING SYSTEM FEATURES
• HLA can be controlled by your NCA machine 

• Integrated light measurement camera 

• Beam viewer window for visual double-check 

• Large light-collector lens 

• Safety speed for motorized movements 

• PLC operated movement controls 

• TFT operator screen

• Available on Windows or Linux platform 

• User-friendly interface 

• Clear operator messages 

• Accepts conform headlamp types



NON-CONTACT WHEEL ALIGNMENT SYSTEM FEATURES
• Modular concept

• 3D laser technology

• High accuracy toe, camber, and caster measurement

• Exhaust extraction

• 4 floating plates position the vehicle

• Height and weight measurement

• Integration of drive aid systems

• Headlight aiming

• Stand-alone machine or controlled by an external  
master system

• Manual or automatic transport

ROLL BRAKE SYSTEMS FEATURES
• 2WD, AWD and e-vehicles

• 4AC technology with energy recuperation 

• Fix or adjustable exhaust flap for exhaust extraction

• Side rollers/retaining rollers/safety rollers 

• Vehicle detection

• Vehicle guiding

• Sound insulation booth

• Stand-alone machine or controlled by an external 
master system

TIRE & WHEEL ASSEMBLY NON-CONTACT WHEEL 
ALIGNMENT SYSTEMS

RATTLE & TWIST SYSTEMS

SUSPENSION ASSEMBLY  
& ALIGNMENT

ADVANCED DRIVER  
ASSISTANCE SYSTEMS (ADAS)
With high technology standards, Burke Porter Group is  
at the forefront of calibrating Advanced Driver Assistance 
Systems (ADAS), paving the way for autonomous behavior 
in cars. Our systems support a large range of driver 
assistance systems and offer unparalleled accuracy when 
calibrating or teaching all integrated sensors.

As ADAS features are becoming prevalent in modern cars, 
Burke Porter Group’s ADAS calibration systems makes us 
a great partner for OEMS to build and integrate ADAS. Our 
systems can be used standalone or integrated into non-
contact wheel alignment (NCA) machines.

BPG wheel aligner machine is equipped with 
BEP developed 3D laser technology for high 
accuracy toe, camber and caster measurement. 
Our wheel alignment machines are designed 
as a modular concept and meet customers 
requirements. The movable part on the rear  
axle is set to adapt to the vehicle wheelbase. 
The vehicle is positioned on 4  floating plates 
and centered. Front, rear and/or side slides offer 
optimal clearance for underbody adjustment. 
The height and weight measurement are also 
available as well as the integration of several 
drive aid test systems. A headlight aiming  
facility can be fully integrated. The machine  
can be operated as a stand-alone system or  
is controlled by an external master system.

Our tire and wheel assembly machines offer 
all the customization required for seamless 
integration and all of our systems come 
with our patented robotic mounters and air 
over hydraulic inflators that maintain tire 
pressures to tight tolerances. With our tire 
pressure monitor support (TPM), tires are 
always perfectly inflated. Our modular design 
concept allows customers to purchase only 
the components they need, knowing that 
they can easily and economically upgrade 
to a fully automated, robotic system as their 
needs evolve. 

BPG rattle and twist systems are designed to  
simulate a test-track environment. Road surface 
twisting effects are simulated by independently tilting 
the front and rear axle to approximately ±10°. The 
vehicle wheelbase is set by moving the rear part 
of the machine which makes this machine perfectly 
suited for use in a production line environment as 
well as in pilot plants. Rattle and squealing noises are 
easily detected. Side rollers, retaining rollers, vehicle 
detection and vehicle guiding is part of the package. 
The cobble stone pattern on the rolls can be defined 
to the customers specification.

Our suspension assembly and alignment systems are 
designed to align the axle before they are installed 
into a vehicle; they can be operated manually, semi-
automatically, or fully automatic. With the ability to set 
caster, camber, and toe, our machines can also process 
from above or below, which means they are adaptable 
to different plant configurations.

ADAS FEATURES
• Adaptive Cruise Control (ACC)

• Lane Departure Warning (LDW)

• Height measurement

• Area view camera (360°)

• Head Up Display (HUD)

• Night vision (NV)

• Multiple purpose camera

• Medium Range Radar (MRR)

• Intelligent Forward View (IFV)

• Forward Camera Module (FCM)

RATTLE & TWIST SYSTEM FEATURES
• Machines designed to simulate a test-track environment

• Road surface twisting effects simulated by independently  
tilting the front and rear axle to approximately ±10°

• Rattle and squealing noises are easily detected

• Fix or adjustable exhaust  ap for exhaust extraction

• Side rollers/retaining rollers/vehicle detection/vehicle guiding

• Cobble stone pattern on the rolls can be defined to  
customers specifications

• Fully servo-controlled

ROLL BRAKE SYSTEMS
BPG roll brake systems are equipped with 
the latest 4AC technology with energy 
recuperation. The movable part on the rear 
or the front axle is set to adapt to the vehicle 
wheelbase. Side rollers, retaining rollers or 
safety rollers, vehicle detection and vehicle 
guiding is part of the package. In general 
a sound insulation booth is installed for 
optimal testing conditions. The machine can 
be operated as a stand-alone system or is 
controlled by an external master system.

TIRE & WHEEL ASSEMBLY FEATURES
• Vision error proofing

• Patented multi-telescoping dual ring tire inflator

• Industry’s first single/double robotic tire mounters

• Tire Pressure Monitor Support (TPM)

• Support: stemmers, soapers, loaders

• Bead seat/load simulation, balancing, uniform testers

• Patented robotic rim valve stem inserter


